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INTRODUCTION

S

are a vital
and charitable organizations
nonprofit life
MALL community
and culture. These organizations
of American
component
encourage community collaboration and are in-tune with the acute needs
of their respective local populations.z In the face of pressure to downsize
government and reduce federal, state, and local spending, small nonprofits
have become integral to delivering basic human and social goods and
services to the public.' These groups endure almost solely on donations of
time and money and do not have cash reserves or extensive assets that will
allow them to hire legal or other professional counsel to assist in business
and legal compliance matters.
I Associate Clinical Professor of Law and Director of the Small Business & Nonprofit
Clinic at Michigan State University College of Law. This paper was presented as part of the
Nonprofit Law and Philanthropy Section Program at the American Association of Law Schools
(AALS) 2011 Annuil Meeting on January 8, 2011, in San Francisco, CA. I owe great thanks
to Dean David Brennen, Professor Nancy McLaughlin, and the AALS Nonprofit Law and
Philanthropy Section for inviting me to present this paper, and to those who discussed with
me the ideas in this Article, or who reviewed and commented on drafts, including Professors Maggie Finnerty, James Fishman, Michele Gilman, Michele Halloran, Susan Jones, Julie
Lawton, Elan Nichols, Jeffrey Pokorak, Brenda Smith, Robert Statchen, Glen Staszewski,
Dana Thompson, and Paul Tremblay. I am grateful for the insight and commentary of trusted colleagues at the Clinical Law Review Workshop at New York University School of Law,
where I presented an earlier draft of this paper. Finally, I owe gratitude to Keegan Malone,
Zoe Martinez, and Caitlin Papajcik for excellent research assistance.
2 Katie L. Roeger, Small Nonprofit Organizations:A Profile of Formppo-N Filers, CHARTING CIVIL Soc'Y. (Urban Institute, Washington, D.C.), Aug. 20Io, at 2, availableat http://www.
urban.org/uploadedpdf/412197-nonprofit-form99o-profile.pdf.
3 See Avner Ben-Ner, Who Benefitsfrom the NonprofitSector? Reforming Law andPublic Policy Towards Nonprofit Organizations, 104 YALE L.J. 731, 734 (1994) (reviewing WHO BENEFITS
FROM THE NONPROFIT SECTOR? (Charles T Clotfelter ed., 1992)).
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Obtaining and maintaining Internal Revenue Code (IRC) § 501(c)(3)
tax-exempt status allows the balance of these groups to operate as viable
entities by opening the door to vast grant and donation opportunities with
which to fund their programs.' Gaining tax-exempt status requires indepth business and financial planning and a complex application process,
which many small nonprofits complete without the benefit of counsel.
Until recently, small nonprofit organizations were subject to modest federal
regulatory compliance measures in excess of compliance with the tax code
under which they gained exemption.
Over the past decade, in the name of strengthening transparency,
accountability, and governance, Congress and the IRS have increased
federal regulation of nonprofit and charitable entities, which includes
many measures that were otherwise within the purview of state rule,
and have not spared small nonprofits in this effort. New regulations of
significant interest to small nonprofit groups include the 2004 revision of
the federal application for tax-exempt status, which now includes extensive
governance provisions, and the new annual reporting requirement for
small nonprofits and revocation of tax-exempt status for consecutive nonfiling, pursuant to the Pension Protection Act of 2006. This increase in
regulation creates a certain "federalization" of nonprofit law that has overly
burdensome consequences on valuable small nonprofit organizations with
limited resources.
This Article begins by identifying and describing the unique and
essential roles of, and challenges that face, small nonprofit tax-exempt
organizations and their leaders. This Article then reviews the promulgation
of new and heightened federal regulatory requirements that most concern
small nonprofit groups and the impact and implications of these regulations.
Informed by the theoretical models of Responsive Regulation and New
Governance, this Article concludes by offering a reasonable regulatory
approach as it relates to the restoration of federal tax-exempt status for
small nonprofits facing revocation of tax exemption for failure to file
consecutive annual returns.

I.

THE NONPROFIT SECTOR AND THE VALUE OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

An accurate depiction of the nonprofit sector as a whole is difficult to
capture.s Although this sector has taken on names such as "the independent
sector, the third sector, the voluntary sector and the philanthropicsector," no
single definition describes its full character.6 When applying his or her
general knowledge to the largest, most well-known nonprofit organizations,
an average citizen likely holds an inaccurate image of the nonprofit sector.
4 See BRUCE R. HoPKINs,
5 See id.at 6.
6 Id.

THE LAW OF TAx-EXEMPr ORGANIZATIONs

55 (9th ed.

2007).
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Some nonprofit organizations do not use volunteers, and some depend on
volunteers alone. Many nonprofits receive significant financial support from
government entities, private industry, and foundations, and some depend
solely on contributions from individuals. There are large nonprofits that pay
professional market rate salaries and small nonprofits that pay employees
modest salaries. 7 This Part will offer a general foundational description of
the nonprofit sector, with a particular focus on small community nonprofit
and charitable entities that realize an average of less than $25,000 in annual
revenue.
Since the early 1900s, nonprofit organizations have added tremendous
value to civil society and American life.8 Nonprofit organizations have helped
to build successful "social networks that support strong communities."
They also allow community residents to become engaged in the delivery
of critical resources and services to needy individuals and communities.o
Furthermore, the nonprofit sector provides a tremendous service
component to our daily lives. Nonprofit organizations offer health care,
education, human services, job training, and religious activities, as well
as "social services, advocacy, cultural opportunities, [and] monitoring of
government and business practices," among many more initiatives. 1 Those
working on behalf of nonprofits "aid the poor, ... the distressed," and the
underprivileged; they are educators and researchers, provide medical care,
and bring us a diverse array of arts, culture, and religion." Nonprofits are also
called upon to collaborate with government entities in the implementation
of public programs and services."
Substantial contributions of time and money reflect our societal
commitment to and regard for the power to improve the lives of others
through nonprofit organizations' work, satisfying needs unmet by the
for-profit and government sectors. Between the years 2003 and 2008,

7 Emmett D. Carson, President & CEO, The Minneapolis Found., Public Expectations
and Nonprofit Sector Realities: A Growing Divide with Disastrous Consequences 2 (Mar. 22,
2002), available at http://cpnl.georgetown.edu/doc-pool/Nielsenolo7Carson.pdf.
8 Penelope McPhee & John Bare, Introduction to BUILDING CAPACITY INNONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS I, I (Carol J. De Vita & Cory Fleming eds., 2001), available at http://wvw.urban.
org/UploadedPDF/buildingtcapacity.PDF.
9 Id.
to See id.
II Id.
12 Sarah Hall Ingram, Comm'r, Tax Exempt and Gov't Entities, IRS, Remarks at
Georgetown University Continuing Legal Education: Nonprofit Governance-The View
from the IRS I (June. 23, 2009), availableat http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-tege/ingram-gtown
governance.o62309.pdf.

13 Tax-Exempt Charitable Organizations:HearingBefore the Subcomm. on Oversight of the H.
Comm. on Ways and Means, I oth Cong. 26 (2007) (statement of Stanley J. Czerwinski, Director, Intergovernmental Relations, Strategic Issues, Government Accountability Office), avail-

able at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG- II ohhrg38o87/pdf/CHRG- I iohhrg38o87.pdf.
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approximately 26.4% of Americans over the age of sixteen volunteered
annually through or for a nonprofit organization. 4 This percentage increased
in the year 2009, when 26.8% of adults served as nonprofit organization
volunteers." Nearly half of all American adults volunteer through or for
a nonprofit organization each year, and "nine out of [ten] households
make charitable contributions" annually. 16 Individuals donate more than
$207 billion yearly, ahead of the $41 billion granted by corporations and
foundations annually. 7
As distinguished from a for-profit business, which generally allocates
its profits to its owners, a nonprofit organization recycles any profit made
by the organization back into its revenue stream and expends any and all
revenue it produces on furthering its activities.' Nonprofit organizations
are not allowed to compensate employees, contractors, board members,
officers, or other insiders with unreasonably high or excessive remuneration
and benefits or offer property to insiders for less than fair market value.' 9
A. Small Nonprofit Organizations
Notwithstanding the global reach made possible via technology, travel,
and the Internet, we are most connected with our local community, which
we support through volunteer-based nonprofit organizations.z These local
nonprofits "provide community service, develop community values and
take [part in] community action together as citizens."' It is now estimated
that small nonprofit organizations make up seventy-five percent of the
nonprofit sector." Further, current research shows that over 714,000 of the
14 Quick Facts About Nonprofits, NAT'L CTR. FOR CHARITABLE STATISTICS, http://nccs.urban.
org/statistics/quickfacts.cfm (last visited Oct. 20, 201O).
15 KENNARD T. WING, KATIE L. ROEGER & THOMAS H. POLLAK, URBAN INST.,THE NONPROFIT SECTOR IN BRIEF: PUBLIC CHARITIES, GIVING, & VOLUNTEERING, 2009, at 6 (2009),
availableat http://www.urban.org/uploadedpdf/412085-nonprofit-sector-brief.pdf.
16 PANEL ON THE NONPROFIT SECTOR, INDEPENDENT SECTOR, STRENGTHENING
ThANSPARENcy GOVERNANCE ACCOUNTABILITY OF CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS 9 (2005)
[hereinafter PANEL ON THE NONPROFIT SECTOR] (citation omitted), available at http://www.
nasconet.org/hottopics/Panel%2oFinal%2oReport.pdf.
17 Id. (citation omitted).

18 Gina M. Lavarda, Nonprofits:Are You at Risk ofLosing Your Tax-Exempt Status?,94 IOwA
L. REV. 1473, 1481 (soo9).
19 Id.

Charity OversightandReform:Keeping Bad Thingsfrom Happeningto Good Charities:Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Fin., to8th Cong. 46 (2004) (statement of Willard L. Boyd, Professor
20

of Law and President Emeritus, University of Iowa and the Field Museum (Chicago)), availableat http://finance.senate.gov/hearings/hearing/?id=48ca4cce-afe I-db 9 5 -ofcb-8ff9255e78oa.
21

Id.

22 Suzanne E. Coffman, Halfa Million Nonprofits CouldLose Their Tax Exemptions, GUIDESTAR (Jan. 2009), http://wwW2.guidestar.org/rxa/news/articles/2oo9/half-a-million-nonprofitscould-lose-their-tax-exemptions.aspx.
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estimated total 1.6 million nonprofit organizations saw annual gross receipts
of less than $25,000.3
The fundamental reason why an individual may work on behalf of a
small nonprofit organization is voluntary altruism, which is generally not as
closely related to the reasons one may work on behalf of a large nonprofit
organization." Further, small grassroots nonprofit organizations are found
to be more familiar with the needs of local communities, to adapt better
to changing community and organizational needs, and to be better able to
employ a wide range of service models." The largest percentage, twentysix percent, of small nonprofits engage in local, direct-impact human
services, such as "homeless shelters, soup kitchens, senior centers, athletic
clubs, little leagues, meals on wheels, boys and girls clubs, scouting groups,
summer camps, rescue squads, and many more."2 6 The second largest
group of small nonprofits is dedicated to public and societal benefit, such
as "civil rights groups, neighborhood block associations, and veterans'
organizations."" An extensive report on Indiana nonprofit organizations
indicated that almost half of all small nonprofits are facing an increasing
demand for services." One-half of Indiana nonprofits had "revenues of
$40,000 or less and expenses of $39,000 or less.""
1. Leadership.-The governing body of a nonprofit organization is
accountable to, and must operate transparently with respect to, the
community that it serves, whether it be the general public or its roster
of members, rather than operate for the private interests of its leaders. 30
Those who govern and lead nonprofits have intimate knowledge of their
communities and most take up unpaid, volunteer roles.3 ' Generally, small

Roeger, supra note 2, at I.
Stefan Toepler, Grassroots Associations Versus Larger Nonprofits: New Evidence from a
Community Case Study in Arts and Culture, 32 NONPROFIT & VOLUNTARY SECTOR Q. 236, 237
(2003), availableat http://nvs.sagepub.com/content/32/2/236.
25 Gwen I. Walden, Who s Watching Us Now? The Nonprofit Sector and the New Government
by Surveillance, 35 NONPROFIT & VOLUNTARY SECTOR Q. 715, 718 (2oo6), available at http://nvs.
sagepub.com/content/35/4/715.
26 Roeger, supra note 2, at 2.
27 Id.
28 See KIRSTEN A. GRONBERG & LINDA J. ALLEN, IND. UNIV. SCH. OF PuB. & ENVTL.
AFFAIRS, THE INDIANA NONPROFIT SECTOR: A PROFILE 8-10 (2oo4), availableathttp://www.
indiana.edu/-nonprof/results/npsurvey/insprof.pdf.
29 Id. at o.
30 Steven T Miller, Comm'r, Tax Exempt & Gov't Entities, IRS, Remarks to Georgetown Seminar, Exempt Organizations Panel on Nonprofit Governance 2-3 (Apr. 23, 2008),
availableat http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-tege/gulc-governance-speech-o423o8.pdf.
23

24

31 Roeger, supranote

2,

at 3.
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nonprofits are run by volunteers, and leadership changes hands annually,
thereby making continuity in governance and record-keeping a challenge."
As to board composition of small nonprofits, research suggests that
there is less sophisticated leadership, greater racial homogeneity, a strong
representation of women, and many familial relationships among board
members.3 Small nonprofit organizations usually have less sophisticated
individuals serve as board members, in contrast to the boards of large
nonprofits, as demonstrated "by the fact that the percentage of members
that also serve on corporate boards rises from [thirty-one] percent among
the smallest nonprofits to [eighty] percent among larger [nonprofits]."3 4
"Boards of smaller nonprofits are [also] more likely to be predominantly
white," as "[slixty-four percent of nonprofits with under $100,000 [in
annual expenses] have only white, non-Hispanic [board] members." The
percentage of women who serve on nonprofit boards is "inversely related
to organizational size," and "[t]he average percentage of women is [fifty]
percent among nonprofits with [annual] expenses under $100,000."6
Further, "[twenty-six] percent of boards of nonprofits with under $100,000
in [annual] expenses have members who are related to one another."
2. Service.-Small, local nonprofits have unique insight into the human
needs of, and solutions that work for, the community in which they sit.
Nonprofit organizations fill the gaps when for-profit firms and government
entities fail to meet the particular demands of certain, mostly underserved,
populations. Common unmet demands are the need to feed and clothe
the poor, shelter the homeless, and provide quality day care, as well as the
demand to experience performing arts.3 1 Oftentimes, the government takes
cues from these nonprofits as it relates to the delivery of vital community
services." The current economic crisis and its resultant limitations on

32 See Amy BLACKWOOD & KATIE L. ROEGER, NAT'L CTR. FOR CHARITABLE STATISTICS,
A LOOK AT ORGANIZATIONS THAT MAY
URBAN INST., HERE TODAY, GONE TOMORROW:
HAVE THEIR TAX-EXEMPT

STATUS

REVOKED

3 (2oio), available at

http://www.urban.org/

uploadedpdf/4I2I35-tax-exempt-status.pdf.

33 FRANCIE OSTROWER, CTR. ON NONPROFITS & PHILANTROPY, URBAN INST., NONPROFIT
GOVERNANCE IN THE UNITED STATES: FINDINGS ON PERFORMANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY
FROM THE FIRST NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE STUDY 18-20 (2007),

urban.org[UploadedPDF/4 I 14
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available at http://www.

_NonprofitGovernance.pdf.

34 Id. at 20.
35 Id. at I8.
36 Id. at i9.
37 Id. at 20.
38 See Ben-Ner, supranote 3, at 734.

39 Tax-Exempt Charitable Organizations:Hearings,supra note 13, at 5 (statement of John
Lewis, Chairman, H. Subcomm. on Oversight).
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government spending suggest that community nonprofit organizations may
play an even larger role now and in the future."
Nonprofit organizations reach out to underserved populations, special
geographic areas, and people in need, thereby collectively bringing about
greater awareness and understanding.41 Every American is served virtually
every day by a nonprofit organization in some way, even if they are not
aware of it. One may enjoy a beautiful public park and be ignorant of the
fact that a nonprofit organization supported the gardens, playgrounds, paths,
and programs. One may not know that the natural resources that surround
her are cleaner because of nonprofits' efforts to reduce pollution. 2
Many small nonprofits, such as rescue squads and emergency response
groups, are called on to mobilize locally and be ready to deliver service with
little or no notice. Other groups provide seasonal service, such as youth
sports leagues, summer camps, and school support and tutoring services.
The remaining organizations serve their local community year-round,
working to meet needs that are constant. 43
3. Lack of Legal and Professional Counsel.-Due to limited financial
resources, small nonprofit organizations operate with thin budgets and
little to no capital." Coupled with board leaders who usually do not have
the requisite legal and financial knowledge and skills to effectively govern
and comply with IRS tax exemption rules, 45 these organizations are far less
likely to have the benefit of representation and guidance from lawyers and
accountants with knowledge and experience in the nonprofit sector."
Small nonprofits generally operate with funding that is restricted
to activities that further their tax-exempt purposes, leaving little, if any,
funding to hire professionals who may assist them in complying with
increasing federal reporting and compliance requirements.4 ' As compared
to large nonprofits that have sophisticated leadership and access to effective
legal counsel, smaller nonprofits have limited capacity and little or no

40 See PANEL ON THE NONPROFIT SECTOR, supranote 16, at 9 (arguing that charitable organizations meet needs where the government fails to do so).
41 Tax-Exempt CharitableOrganizations:Hearings,supra note 13, at 35.
42 PANEL ON THE NONPROFIT SECTOR, supra note 16, at 9.
43 See Roeger, supra note 2, at 2, for a run-down of the various services performed by
nonprofits.
44 Tax-Exempt Charitable Organizations: Hearings,supra note I3, at 41.
45 Id. at 40.
46 ADVISORY COMM. ON TAX EXEMPT & Gov'T ENTITIES
THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE WITH RESPECT TO

(ACT), THE APPROPRIATE ROLE

TAX-EXEMPT

OF

ORGANIZATION GOOD GOVERNANCE ISSUES 57 (2oo8) [hereinafter ACT, THE APPROPRIATE ROLE], availableathttp://www.irs.
gov/pub/irs-tege/tege act rpt7.pdf.
47 Walden, supranote 25, at 3.
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contact with a lawyer. It is likely that a small nonprofit will secure counsel
only in response to an emergency or other distressful circumstance. 48
Although the IRS has indicated that it is aware of the large number
of small nonprofits that lack the -assistance of professional guidance, 49
onerous regulations and punitive penalties may have the consequence of
extinguishing many of these entities.so Small nonprofits are likely to be
unaware of necessary -reporting requirements that threaten the loss of tax
exemption due to their lack of legal or professional assistance. In 1994,
an IRS report indicated that in twenty-four percent of cases where small
nonprofit organizations exceeded the annual filing threshold of gross
receipts of $25,000, non-filing exempt organizations were unaware of the
obligation to file."
B. Nonprofits and InternalRevenue Code Tax Exemption
Generally, a nonprofit organization forms as a state nonprofit corporate
entity. Upon formation, nonprofits are not automatically entitled to
Internal Revenue Code (IRC) tax exemption; instead, the legislature
decides eligibility and determination criteria." After forming as a nonprofit
corporation at the state level, the next step is to make application to the
IRS to request tax-exempt status, the most common status being I.R.C. §
501(c)(3).
Obtaining and maintaining IRC tax-exempt status is critical to the
success of a nonprofit organization. There are a variety of benefits a
nonprofit gains when it secures § 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status. The primary
advantages include the ability to accept tax deductible contributions and
exemption from federal income tax, the former of which results in the
attraction of greater necessary financial support "than would otherwise
exist."13
In its application for tax exemption, the nonprofit entity must declare
whether it is a public charity or private foundation, of which the large
majority declare the former. In their formation stages and throughout their

48 Shelly Crocker, Counselingthe NonprofitDebtorinFinancialDistress,Bus. L. TODAY, JulyAug. 2oo9, at 21, 21, http://apps.americanbar.org/buslaw/blt/2009-o7-o8/crocker.shtml.

49 ADVISORY COMM. ON TAx EXEMPT & Gov'T ENTITIES (ACT), POLICIES AND GUIDELINES
FOR FORM 99o REVISION I8 (2oo6) [hereinafter ACT, POLICIES AND GUIDELINES], availableat
http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-tege/tege-act-rpt5.pdf.
5o Chaity Oversight and Reform: Keeping Bad Things from Happening to Good Charities: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Fin., io8th Cong. 98 (2oo4) (statement of Derek Bok,
President Emeritus, Harvard University), available at http://finance.senate.gov/imo/media/
doc/o622o4dbtest.pdf.
51 ACT, POLICIES AND GUIDELINES, supra note 49, at 18.
52 HoPKINS, supra note 4, at 8.
53 Lavarda, supra note 18, at 1479.
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existence, nonprofits must meet certain criteria to gain and continue the
privilege of operating as tax-exempt organizations.
1. Benefits of Internal Revenue Code § 501(c)(3) Tax Exemption.-I.R.C. §
501(c)(3) tax exemption is an essential revenue-generating component
for nonprofits as charitable contribution deduction and grant eligibility
applies chiefly to these organizations." For contributions made within a
taxable year, individual taxpayers may deduct charitable contributions,
as permitted under the IRC. 5 Another common method that a nonprofit
employs to gain necessary funding to support its efforts is the acquisition
of grants from private foundations and government entities. Because of
mandatory payout requirements, foundations and government entities are
more likely to give funds to § 501(c)(3) public charities. 6 Often, federal
and state governmental agencies make grants solely to § 501(c)(3) public
charitable entities.57
Another major benefit of tax exemption is that nonprofits are excused
from paying federal income tax on income that is related to their exempt
purpose" and federal unemployment taxes.s Further, by way of gaining §
501(c)(3) tax exemption, states may follow suit and provide the organization
with favorable tax treatment as well. For example, in Michigan, § 501(c)(3)
nonprofits are exempt from state business taxesso and eligible for a narrower
exemption from sales and use tax.6' Taken as a whole, many federal and
54 I.R.C. § 170(c) (2oo6); ROBERT J. DESIDERIo, IRC §
ON CORPORATIONS, CERTAIN TRUSTS, ETC., pt. 2(A) (zoo).

501(c):

EXEMPTION FROM

TAX

55 § 17o(a)(I).
56 HOPKINs, supra note 4, at 55.
5 7 Id.
58 Course i: Tax Exempt Status, IRS STAY EXEMPT, http://www.stayexempt.irs.gov/virtualworkshopflaxExemptStatus/jeopardizingtaxexemptstatus/failure.aspx (last visited Jan. 24,
201 I).

59 DESIDERIO, supranote 54 (citing I.R.C

§ 33o6(c)(8)).

6o The Michigan statute specifically exempts from the business tax
[a] person who is exempt from federal income tax under the internal
revenue code, and a partnership, limited liability company, joint venture,
general partnership, limited partnership, unincorporated association, or
other group or combination of entities acting as a unit if the activities
of the entity are exclusively related to the charitable, educational, or
other purpose or function that is the basis for the exemption under the
internal revenue code from federal income taxation of the partners or
members and if all of the partners or members of the entity are exempt
from federal income tax under the internal revenue code...."
MICH. Comp. LAws ANN. § 208.1207(I)(b) (West 2005).
61 Id. § 205-94(w) ("Property or services sold to an organization not operated for prof-

it and exempt from federal income tax under section So(c)(3)" are exempt.); see also id. §
205-54q(I)(b) ("A sale of tangible personal property not for resale to... [aln organization not
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state tax exemption laws show the tendency of restraint as it relates to
taxation on the activities that serve to accomplish § 501(c)( 3 ) tax-exempt
purposes.62
Other federal benefits § 501(c)(3) organizations may enjoy extend into
the areas of charitable annuities and funds, price discrimination, wagers,
and postal rates. Specifically, federal antitrust and securities laws do not
preclude tax-exempt organizations from issuing charitable gift annuities
and charitable income funds. 63 Further, certain entities, such as schools,
colleges, universities, public libraries, churches, and hospitals that
purchase supplies for their own use at lower prices than can be obtained
by other purchasers are exempt from the federal price discrimination
law.' Exemption from federal excise tax on wagers is another potential
tax advantage for organizations that use a lottery, raffle, drawing, or other
certain forms of wagering as a means to raise funds. 6 The United States
Postal Service also offers exempt organizations reduced rates for standard
mail postage, a valuable cost-savings benefit, particularly for large massmailings."
2. Qualifying for and Obtaining Internal Revenue Code Tax Exemption.-A
nonprofit organization may qualify for tax exemption if it is organized and
operated exclusively for one or more of the following purposes, as described
in § 501(c)(3):
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Charitable
Religious
Educational
Scientific
Literary
"Testing for public safety"
"Fostering national or international amateur sports"
"The prevention of cruelty to children or animals."

operated for profit and exempt from federal income tax under section 501(c)(3)" is exempt
from sales tax.). However, the tangible personal property exemption limits the property's
use to "carry[ing] out the purposes of the organization as stated in the organization's bylaws
or articles of incorporation. The exemption is limited to the percentage of exempt use to
total use determined by a reasonable formula or method approved by the department." Id. §
205-54q(5).

supra note 4, at 20.
63 Id. at 56-57.
64 15 U.S.C. § 13c (zoo6); HOPKINs, supra note 4, at 6o.
65 I.R.C. § 4421(2)(B) (2oo6); Treas. Reg. § 44.4421-I(b)(2)(ii) (2oog); HOPKINS, supra
note 4, at 6o.
66 U.S. POSTAL SERV., PUB. No. 417, NONPROFIT STANDARD MAIL ELIGIBILITY: NONPROFIT
AND OTHER QUALIFIED ORGANIZATIONS I (2oo6), availableat http://pe.usps.gov/cpim/ftp/pubs/
Pub4i7/pub4I7.pdf.
67 I.R.C. § 5o1(c)(3)'s enumerated exempt purposes are as follows: "[Rieligious, chari62 HOPKINS,
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a. 'Organizational and Operational Test
An exempt organization must engage principally in activities that
accomplish its § 501(c)(3) exempt purposes and may not engage in
substantial activities not in furtherance of a tax-exempt purpose.6 Upon
formation, an organization must demonstrate in its organizing documents,
such as its articles of incorporation, that it is "organized exclusively for
one or more exempt purposes."69 To be regarded as entities organized and
operated exclusively for an exempt purpose, nonprofits may not conduct
transactions and govern themselves in a way that benefits the direct or
indirect private interests of certain individuals, such as insiders, the founder
70
or his or her family or business partners, or leaders of the organization.
In its tax exemption application to the IRS, a nonprofit organization must
offer a candid disclosure of the organization's past, present, and future
operations, as well as historical and proposed financial data so that tax
exemption may be granted in compliance with revenue laws." Should an
organization fail to show that it is organized and operated exclusively for §
501(c)(3) tax-exempt purposes, it may not gain tax exemption.
In addition to showing that they are organized and operated for one
or more § 501(c)(3) tax-exempt purposes, nonprofits are not allowed to
be action organizations." An action organization is an entity that directs
a substantial amount of its activities to lobbying 7 4 or engages, "directly or
indirectly, in any political campaign on behalf of or in opposition to any
candidate for public office.""
b. Public Charities and Private Foundations
All § 501(c)(3) exempt organizations are classified as either a public
charity or a private foundation. 6 Public charities generate income from
conducting activities and events that support their mission and exempt
table, scientific, testing for public safety, literary, or educational purposes, or to foster national
or international amateur sports competition (but only if no part of its activities involve the
provision of athletic facilities or equipment), or for the prevention of cruelty to children or
animals." I.R.C. § 501(c)(3) (2oo6).
68 Treas. Reg. § I.5o1(c)(3)-I(c)(I) (2010).
69 Id. § i.5o(c)(3)-i(b)(i)(i).
70 Id. § 1.501(c)(3)-i(d)(I)(ii).
71 See Nationalist Found. v. Comm'r, So TC.M. (CCH) 507 (2000).
72 Treas. Reg. § I.501(c)(3)-i(a)(I) (2010).
73 Exemption Requirements--Section 5o(c)(3) Organizations, IRS, http://www.irs.gov/
charities/charitable/article/o,,id=96o99,oo.html (last updated Nov. 15, 2010).
74 See Treas. Reg. § I.50(c)(3)-I(c)(3)(iv) (2010).
75 Id. § 1.50 I(c)(3)-I(c)(3)(iii) (2009).
76 Life Cycle of a Public Charity/Private Foundation, IRS, http://www.irs.gov/charities/
charitable/article/o,,id=136459,oo.html (last updated June II, 2010).
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purposes and receive contributions from the general public, private
business sector, government entities, private foundations, and other public
charities." To the contrary, private foundations generate income from one
or a few main sources, such as an individual, a business, or a small group
of individuals or businesses, rather than securing funding from many
sources. 8 Most private foundations are organized and operated to make
grants and gifts to public charities and individuals versus direct charitable
program service delivery.79
In 2005, "[a]pproximately 1.4 million nonprofit organizations were
registered with the IRS," of which "nearly [sixty-three] percent" were
registered as § 501(c)(3) public charities." Of the total number of IRSregistered nonprofits, over 500,000 received more than $25,000 in annual
revenue." In 2007, "[allmost 1.5 million nonprofits were registered with
the IRS," of which 583,514 collected more than $25,000 in gross annual
receipts." Of the total number of nonprofits, 900,000 were registered as
§ 501(c)(3) public charities, a category that "accounted for almost threefourths of [totall nonprofit revenue and [held] three-fifths of nonprofit
assets."" As of October 2009, the National Center for Charitable Statistics
reported 1,569,572 IRS tax-exempt organizations, of which 997,579 were
public charities.m
3. Lack of PublicKnowledge about Small Nonprofit Tax-Exempt Entities.-Prior
to the recent commencement of increased federal reporting requirements,
very little data had been collected by the IRS on an ongoing basis as it
related to basic information and the financial affairs of small nonprofit
tax-exempt organizations. Until a few years ago, nonprofits with less than
$25,000 in gross receipts, groups that currently make up over 714,000 of
the 1.6 million nonprofit organizations, were not required to file annual
returns," thereby making data on these small groups extremely limited.
Data on organizations with annual gross receipts of less than $5,000, the
smallest of the small organizations, is virtually nonexistant.86 It follows

77 Id.
78 Id.
79 Id
8o AMY

BLACKWOOD,

KENNARD

T. WING

&

TOMAs H.

POLLAK, URBAN INST., THE

NONPROFIT SECTOR IN BRIEF: FACTS AND FIGURES FROM THE NONPROFIT ALMANAC 2008:

PUBLIC CHARITIEs, GIVING, AND VOLUNTEERING I (zoo8), available at http://ncCsdataweb.
urban.org/kbfiles/797/Almanacaoo8publicCharities.pdf.
81 Id. at 2.
82 WING ET AL., supra note 15, at 1, 2.

83 Id. at I.
84 Quick FactsAbout Nonprofis, supranote 14.
85 Roeger, supra note 2, at I.
86 Toepler, supra note 24, at 240.
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that the larger the tax-exempt nonprofit organization, the better and more
detailed the data the IRS collects from it.17 Public demand for information
and an increased interest in the accountability and transparency of the
entire nonprofit sector was the driving force behind the latest, more
stringent regulations imposed by the federal government. The next Part
will explore in greater depth the recent increases in federal governance
and reporting requirements that are of particular concern to small nonprofit
organizations.

II.

RECENT UPSURGE IN FEDERAL REGULATION OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

Although in recent memory only a small percentage of nonprofits have
been found guilty of misconduct, nonprofits are increasingly portrayed in
the media as functioning without adequate order, wrought with fraud, and
in need of stricter regulation.' The nonprofit sector gained heightened
visibility on the heels of the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, when
massive amounts of funds were collected to provide relief to victims and
their families.89 Donors were appalled to learn that some financial support
for victims of the terrorist attacks did not make its way to the intended
recipients."
As a result of extensive media attention given to a few wrongdoers,
portions of the public believe that the "entire nonprofit sector [is]
corrupt." 91 Public perception is that nonprofit organizations are rife with
87 Id.
88 Julie Goldscheid, Professor, City Univ. of N.Y. Sch. of Law, Supporting Accountability:
Assessing the Costs of Regulation, Address in Who Profits from Nonprofits? A Symposium
on Nonprofit Organizations (2oo6), in 9 N.Y. CIrY L. REV. 321,324 (2oo6) (cingJames J. Fishman, The Nonprofit Sector: Myths and Realities, 9 N.Y. CITY L. REV. 303, 307-09 (2oo6)); James

J. Fishman, Wrong Way Corrigan and Recent Developments in the Nonprofit Landscape: A Need for
New Legal Approaches, 76 FORDHAM L. REV. 567, 572-73 (2007) [hereinafter Fishman, Wrong

Way Corrigan].
89 See Joseph Mead, Note, Confidence in the Nonprofit Sector Through Sarbanes-Oxley-Style
Reforms, io6 MICH. L. REV. 881, 884 (2oo8).
90 The American Red Cross' mishandling of funds intended for victims of the September
II, 2001 terrorist attacks is particularly infamous. See, e.g., Red Cross Defends Handling of Sept.
ii

Donations, CNN.COM

(Nov. 6, 2001), http://articles.cnn.com/2001-iI-o6/us/rec.charity.

hearing_ I1iberty-fund-red-cross-relief-agency?_s=PM:US. More recently, the Red Cross
faced criticism for its handling of relief aid meant for survivors of Hurricane Katrina and the
201o Haitian earthquake. See, e.g., Stephanie Strom, Red Cross Quietly Settles Case ofa $1zo,ooo
Theft, N.Y. TIMEs, Apr. 28, 2oo6, at Ai6; Frances Robles, EarthquakeSurvivor Puts the Spotlight
on Red Cross' Spending in Haiti, MIAMI HERALD, Apr. 27, 201o, at Ai. The national United Way
and some local chapters have been at the center of high-profile scandals as well. See, e.g.,
Sharon Hoffman, For U.S. Charities, a Crisis of Trust, MSNBC.COM (Nov. 21, 2006, 1:03:07 PM),

http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/I575376/; Megan Greenwell, 21 Regional Nonprofits Withdraw
from United Way, WAsH. PosT, Apr. 29, 2oo9, at AI; Stephanie Strom, Guily Plea Today in Big
United Way Theft, N.Y. TIMEs, Feb. 6, 2003, at A2 4 .
91 Mead, supranote 89, at 885 (citation omitted).
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conflicts of interest, excessive compensation for executives, and scandal.92
Technological advances and Internet access have had a dual effect on
nonprofit accountability and transparency. On the one hand, donors are
demanding more information and are on the lookout for any trace of
wrongdoing; on the other hand, nonprofits' fear of negative media attention
have spurred them to adopt better governance practices.93 As the public
takes an increasing role in holding the nonprofit sector accountable for
compliant practices, nonprofits must now justify their operations.9
Starting from the 2004 release of revised IRS Form 1023,9' Application
for Tax Exemption, there has been a steady effort toward increased federal
regulation of tax-exempt entities. With its greater complexity of inquiries
and requirements, the revisions to Form 1023 focus primarily on more
exacting regulation as it relates to nonprofit governance.96 Following the
Form 1023 revision, the Pension Protection Act of 2006 enacted numerous
changes to the tax law provisions for exempt organizations. Of particular
interest to the small nonprofit is the creation of the annual information
return, IRS Form 990-N, and its devastating penalty for consecutive nonfiling.
A. Revised IRS Form 1023
To effectively prepare Form 1023, a small nonprofit organization, often in its
fledgling formation stage, faces an extensive organizational planning feat.97
The chief focus of the previous Form 1023 was the "charitable activities
of the organization."' The Form 1023, even prior to its revision, is heavy
with inquiries regarding finances, mission, activities, and governance.
The extensive revisions placed several new inquiries on the application
regarding the applicant's observance of various "'best practices"' as they
relate to governance. 9 These practices center around issues of "conflicts
of interest and compensation policies"; practices not officially required by
the IRS, but that a nonprofit should follow to obtain a positive exemption
determination. 10o
See Fishman,Wrong Way Corrigan,supra note 88, at 572-73.
93 See id. at 574.
94 See Evelyn Brody, Accountability and Public Trust,in TIE STATE OF NONPROFIT AMERICA
471, 472 (Lester M. Salamon ed., 2002).
95 See IRS Revises Application Formfor CharitableOrganizations,IRS, http://www.irs.gov/
newsroom/article/o,,id=13o666,oo.html (last updated Nov. I, 2004).
96 See infra notes I04-o8 and accompanying text.
97 See James J. Fishman, Stealth Preemption:The IRS's Nonprofit Corporate Governance Initiative,29 VA. TAX REV. 545, 559 (2010).
98 ACT, THE APPROPRIATE ROLE, supra note 46, at 32.
99 Fishman, supra note 97, at 56o (citation omitted).
Ioo Id.; CharitableGiving Problems and Best Practices:HearingBefore the S. Comm. on Fin.,
io8th Cong. 136 (zoo4) (written statement of Mark W. Everson, Comm'r, IRS), available at
92
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The IRS largely takes direction as it relates to regulation from the
Senate Finance Committee.10 Based on the Committee's concerns, the
IRS generally acts by instituting governance guidelines, as opposed to
strong enforcement, such as auditing. 0 The revised Form 1023 was born
out of the Committee's concerns with respect to nonprofit governance. By
instituting the revised form, the IRS demonstrated its outlook that wellgoverned nonprofits will likely comply with tax laws, which will make
increased governance oversight less necessary. 0 3
1. IRS Rationale for Revisions.-Upon the launch of the revised Form
1023, the IRS indicated that the revised form would reduce the burden
on applicants, identify potentially abusive situations and problems early
in the application process, and enhance the provision of information to the
IRS.'" Citing numerous reports of tax-exempt organizations with excessive
executive compensation packages and an overall increase in abusive
transactions, 0 the IRS asserted that the form revisions were designed to
curtail potentially abusive situations that include transactions with insiders
and related parties, such as unreasonable executive compensation and
insider loans.0 6 The IRS further contended that governance practices
affect whether the organization makes informed decisions regarding
compensation, investments, and fundraising, and ultimately influence
whether the organization is operated for private interest or public service
tax-exempt purposes. 07 Even though revised Form 1023 is longer than it
used to be, the IRS maintains that it is now written to focus on issues and
information that it would otherwise have had to separately request from
the organization. 08
2. New Provisions.-InPart V of Form 1023, the applicant must now report
compensation and financial benefits to all directors, officers, and trustees, as
well as the five highest paid employees and independent contractors who

http://finance.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/o622o4metest.pdf.
ioi See Fishman,supra note 97, at 547.
1o2 See id. at 547-48.
103 See ACT, TIlE APPROPRIATE ROLE, supra note 46, at

1-2.

104 IRS Revises Application Forn for CharitableOrganizations,supra note 95.
105 CharitableGiving Problemsand Best Practices:Hearing,supra note 100, at 130, 131.

io6 Seeid. at 136.
107 Steven T. Miller, Comm'r, Tax Exempt & Gov't Entities, IRS, Remarks at the Western Conference on Tax Exempt Organizations 3 (Nov. 20, 2oo8), available at http://www.irs.
gov/pub/irs-tege/stm_1oyolagovernanceI I2oo8.pdf.
io8 Steven T Miller, Comm'r, Tax Exempt & Gov't Entities, IRS, Remarks Before the
Illinois CPA Society's Not-for-Profit Conference 2 (Nov. 29, 2oo5), availableat http://www.irs.
gov/pub/irs-tege/stm-illinoiscpaII12905.pdf.
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make over $50,000 annually from the applicant organization.'" Further,
the IRS offers a method of- computing and approving compensation,
which advises that the nonprofit should adhere to compensation levels of
similarly-situated organizations and employees."o
Also in Part V, the IRS asks if the organization has adopted a conflict
of interest policy, followed by a series of questions regarding how the
applicant has or will enter into compensation arrangements."' There is
a sample conflict of interest policy offered in the instructions to Form
1023." The instructions further state that although the sample policy is not
required, by adopting it or a similar policy, the applicant will have elected
to operate in a manner that will likely avoid the possibility of improper
private benefit."' Should an applicant refuse to abide by the IRS's conflict
4
of interest practices, the organization must explain why." The inquiries
appear on Form 1023 as follows:

Taken from PartV Item 4
[T]he following practices are recommended, although they are not required
to obtain exemption. Answer "Yes" to all the practices you use.
a. Do you or will the individuals that approve compensation arrangements
follow a conflict of interest policy? .
b. Do you or will you approve compensation arrangements in advance of
paying compensation?
c. Do you or will you document in writing the date and terms of approved
compensation arrangements?
d. Do you or will you record in writing the decision made by each individual
who decided or voted on compensation arrangements?
e. Do you or will you approve compensation arrangements based on
information about compensation paid by similarly situated taxable or taxexempt organizations for similar services, current compensation surveys
compiled by independent firms, or actual written offers from similarly
situated organizations? ...

f. Do you or will you record in writing both the information on which you
relied to base your decision and its source?
g. If you answered "No" to any item on lines 4a through 4f, describe how
you set compensation that is reasonable for your officers, directors, trustees,
highest compensated employees, and highest compensated independent
contractors ....

1o9 IRS FORM 1023, Part V (2006).

110

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM 1023, PART V

(2oo6); IRS

III IRS FORM 1023, PART V (2oo6).
112 INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM 1023, PART V (2006).

113 Id

I14 IRS

FORM 1023, Part V (2oo6).

FORM 1023, PART V (2006).
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Taken from Part V Item 5
a. Have you adopted a conflict of interest policy consistent with the sample
conflict of interest policy in Appendix A to the instructions? If "Yes," provide
a copy of the policy and explain how the policy has been adopted, such as
by resolution of your governing board. If "No," answer lines 5b and 5c.
b. What procedures will you follow to assure that persons who have a
conflict of interest will not have influence over you for setting their own
compensation?
c. What procedures will you follow to assure that persons who have a
conflict of interest will not have influence over you regarding business deals
with themselves?" 5
B. The Pension ProtectionAct of 2006
The Pension Protection Act of 2006 (PPA) was enacted to battle
perceived private interest transactions, excessive compensation, conflicts of
interest, single-donor charities, excessive deductions taken for questionable
donations, and improper donor-advised funds" 6 -issues that rarely affect
small nonprofit organizations. The IRS's woeful lack of sufficient data to
successfully oversee tax-exempt nonprofits and potential noncompliance
also was at the core of the PPAs increased reporting requirements."' To
this end, the PPA also requires that regulations be enacted to obligate
nonprofits to provide certain information annually for the review of the
IRS and the public."' The segment of the PPA of most concern to small
nonprofits is the section that creates a newly required annual information
return for tax-exempt organizations with gross revenue of less than
$25,000, which includes a tax exemption revocation penalty for failure
to file." 9 Vigorous attacks on the PPA centered around the assertion that
Congress acted hastily and without requisite data to support its perception
of nonprofit sector problems. 20

115 Id.

I 16 Tax-Exempt CharitableOrganizations:Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Oversight of the
H. Comm. on Ways and Means, I zoth Cong. 263 (2007) (statement of Ann Lehman, Partner,
Zimmerman-Lehman), availableat http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG-I lohhrg38o87/pdf/
CHRG-i rohhrg38o87.pdf.
117 Overview ofthe Tax-Exempt Sector: HearingBefore the H. Comm. on Ways andMeans,I09th
Cong. io, 16 (2005) (statement of David M. Walker, Comptroller Gen., Government Accountability Office), available at http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=1o9house-hearings&docid=f:23916.pdf.
I18 Notification Requirement for Tax-Exempt Entities Not Currently Required to File,
74 Fed. Reg. 36,395 (July 23, 2009).

I19

Id.; I.R.C.

§ 6o33(e)(2)(A)

(2oo6).

John F. Coverdale, Legislatingin the Dark: How Congress Regulates Tax-Exempt Organizations in Ignorance,44 U. RICH. L. REV. 809, 8io-i (2oo).
120
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1. Annual Reporting Requirement for Small Nonprofits.-In 2005, the
Senate Finance Committee requested that the Joint Committee on
Taxation provide a plan of action to improve tax compliance and reform
tax expenditures."' A section of the resultant proposal crafted by the
Joint Committee included a requirement that small nonprofits who were
otherwise exempt from filing yearly returns file annual information returns.
The returns would better enable the IRS to maintain accurate records of
the existence of small nonprofits and to provide basic information about
these organizations to the public."' This proposal served as the impetus
behind the annual information return requirements of the PPA for small
nonprofits that ultimately sparked the creation of the new IRS Form 990N. 123

2. The New IRS Form 990-N.-Taking the data points from the PPA to
be culled annually through information returns, the IRS crafted its Form
990-N. According to the IRS, filing Form 990-N is a simple, internet-based
process.Z4 The form requires the following nine pieces of information, as
declared in the statute:
(1) Organization's legal name
(2) Any other names the organization uses
(3) Organization's mailing address
(4) Organization's web site address (if it has one)
(5) Organization's taxpayer identification number
(6) Name and address of principal officer of the organization
(7) Organization's annual tax year (fiscal or calendar)
(8) Whether gross receipts are normally $25,000 or less
(9) Whether the organization has terminated or gone out of business.2
The first Form 990-Ns "were due in 2008 and subsequent filings are due
annually thereafter." 2 6 The IRS will not assess a penalty if an organization
files late or fails to file; however, after three consecutive years of non-filing,
small tax-exempt nonprofits will lose their tax-exempt status.'17 The PPA
121 See STAFF OF JOINT COMM. ON TAXATION, 109TH CONG., SUMMARY OF REP. ON OPTIONs
TO IMPROVE TAX COMPLIANCE AND REFORM TAX EXPENDITURES I (Comm. Print 2005), available
at http://www.jct.gov/x-1 9 -o5r.pdf.

Id. at 26.
See id.
124 Alistair M. Nevius, Temporary Regulations Give Rules on e-Postcardsfor Exempt Organizations, 39 TAX ADVISER 65, 65 (2oo8).
125 I.R.C. §60 3 3 (i) (Supp. 20IO).
126 IRS, PUBI'N 4752, MIE NEW E-POSTCARD (FORM 9 9 0-N): WHAT SMALLER ORGANIZATIONs NEED TO KNOW TO STAY TAX-EXEMPT (2009), available at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/
122
123

P4752.pdf.
127 Id.;§ 6033(0)(1).
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states that the consequential revocation of tax exemption is based on the
supposition that the organization has not established that it is observing the
conditions required for the continuation of exempt status.2 8 Should a small
nonprofit fail to file three years in a row and have its tax exemption revoked,
the only recourse is to reapply for tax exemption by completing IRS Form
1023,' a lengthy process that, at the least, includes a filing fee of up to
$850, not to mention additional costs for the services of a professional.'

III.

IMPACT AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE REVISED IRS FORM 1023 AND THE
NEW IRS FORM 9 90-N ON SMALL NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

As the nonprofit sector is extremely vast, the IRS admits that its effort
to promote better governance practices for tax-exempt organizations is
burdened with the task of considering many distinct factors.' 3' Attempting
to devise a governance model that is appropriate for both major universities
and small parent-teacher associations is a difficult undertaking. 32
Geography, size, type of activities the organization engages in, and the
make-up of its leadership must be considered when deciding which
governance practices will be most successful and appropriate for a nonprofit
organization. 3 The promulgation of corporate governance best practices
for all nonprofit organizations "fails to appreciate [I the diversity of the
[nonprofit] sector," and introduces disproportionately onerous procedures
for small nonprofits.134
Recognizing the importance of the nonprofit sector in our everyday
lives, it is worthwhile for the IRS to gather annual data from all tax-exempt
nonprofits, including the smallest organizations, about which information
is lacking.'3 1 In fact, absent from nonprofit sector research is an accurate
empirical portrayal that captures the most basic data with respect to small
nonprofits, a group that, in the aggregate, may generate several billion
dollars in grassroots activity.' 6 In 2005, the U.S. Comptroller General
admitted that sufficient data was lacking to exercise proper oversight of
small tax-exempt entities. 3 1

128 Rev. Rul. 59-95, 1959-1 C.B. 6033.
129 THE NEW E-POSTCARD (FORM 99o-N), supra note 126; see I.R.C.
2009).

§

7428(b)(4) (Supp.

130 IRS, NOTICE 1382, CHANGES FOR FORM 1023 (2oo9),availableathttp://www.irs.gov/
pub/irs-pdf/flO23.pdf.
131 ACT, APPROPRIATE ROLE, supra note 46, at I.
132 See id.at 43-44.
133 Id. at I.

134 Id. at 44.
135 Tax-Exempt CharitableOrganizations,supra note 13, at 26-27.
136 Toepler, supra note 24, at 248.
137 Overview of the Tax-Exempt Sector,supra note 17, at 22 (statement of David M. Walk-
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A. Revised IRS Form 1023
"Let's talk about the enforcement side of the Service. We have been saying thatgood
governance is relatedto tax compliance. Some say prove it. We will be working on
that."'3

-Steven T Miller, Commissioner, IRS Tax Exempt
and Government Entities Division, 2008

Through its Form 1023 revisions, the IRS is fulfilling what it believes
to be its role in educating nonprofits on proper governance procedures,13 1
while at the same time allowing the public to see how tax-exempt
organizations are run, ultimately creating a healthy tax-exempt sector.1
The Department of the Treasury is taking initial steps towards simplifying
Form 1023, which is presently twenty-five pages long, with thirty-eight
pages of instructions, and takes an estimated ninety-six hours to complete. 141
Public comments are currently being solicited on the Department of the
Treasury website.1 44 The last time the IRS received feedback on this form
was in 2001.143 Perhaps the increased length and complexity of the form
has not deterred applicants, because three years after the revised Form
1023 was put into circulation, there continued to be an increase in the gross
number of applicants and resultant tax-exempt organizations1"
Although it would greatly benefit smaller nonprofits to have legal counsel
or other professional advisors on-hand to assist them in completing Form
er, Comptroller General of the United States).
138 Miller, supra note 3o, at 3.
139 Steven T Miller, Comm'r, Tax Exempt & Gov't Entities, IRS, Remarks at the Western Conference on Tax Exempt Organizations 3, 6 (Nov. 20, 2oo8), availableat http://www.irs.
gov/pub/irs-tege/stmjloyolagovernanceII 2oo8.pdf.
140 Id. at 3.
141 Simplifying IRS Forms Becomes Mission Possible at Treasury, CHIEF INFO. OFFICERS
COUNCIL, http://cio.gov/pages.cfm/page/Simplifying-IRS-Forms-Becomes-Mission-Possibleat-Treasury (last visited Nov. II, 2010).
142 Comment on 1023, PRACOMMENT.Gov, http://www.pracomment.gov/Comment-onForms/Form-1o23 (last visited Jan. 26, 201I). The Treasury Department is requesting comment on "Duplication," "Burden Reduction," "Accuracy," and "Necessity," and provides fields
for "General Comments." Id. Specifically, the survey asks the following questions: "Does the
form collect information that is already collected by another Federal agency?"; "Do you have
an idea for how we could reduce the time it takes to complete this form, or make it easier?";
"The IRS estimates that responding to this collection takes a total of 96 hours per response.
This includes reading the instructions, gathering supporting documentation, and completing
the form. Is this an accurate estimate? ... We'd also be interested to hear about any monetary
costs that the form requires."; and "Is the information gathered by this form necessary for the
functioning of the Federal Government?" Id.
143 Simphfying FormsBecomes Mission Possible at Treasury,supra note 141.
144 See Steven T. Miller, Comm'r, Tax Exempt & Gov't Entities, IRS, The IRS's Role
in an Evolving Charitable Sector, Remarks Before the Philanthropy Roundtable 2 (Nov. Io,
2007), availableat http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-tege/philanthoropy-roundtable I lo7.pdf.
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1023 and conforming to IRS governance requirements, the prospect of such
help is bleak. 451In fact, a large proportion of applications are completed
by nonprofits without the benefit of counsel, and even in cases where
the organization secures assistance, the consultant is often not familiar
with exempt organization tax laws.'" Applicants that are not represented,
and consultants that are not knowledgeable of tax exemption law and
procedures, frequently file incomplete and unsatisfactory applications that
require lengthy examination by the IRS and result in postponement or
unsuccessful attainment of exemption. 47 Furthermore, the imposition of
more burdensome governance procedures and reporting requirements may
inadvertently discourage volunteers from nonprofit service.'"
1. The Cyber Assistant.--On deck to launch is a new web-based Form
1023 software program, the Cyber Assistant (CA), which may prove to be
a boon to-small nonprofits.1 49 However, for some small organizations with
less-sophisticated leaders that have limited internet access and only basic
computer skills, the CA online-only application may be intimidating and
therefore less of an option. The IRS describes the new CA as an interactive
form that will steer applicants through Form 1023 and offer guidance
and additional educational materials with respect to critical governance
procedures.so While the organization is still new, the IRS hopes that the
CA will help set the tone for good governance practices that will continue
for the life of the nonprofit.'
The CA was scheduled to be available in 2010, but as of this writing,
it has yet to be released. When the CA becomes available, the electronic
application fee is expected to be $200 for all applicants, and the paper
application form will increase to a flat fee of $850 for all applicants.s 2
Currently, the paper application form allows for smaller nonprofits that
expect to bring in an average of less than $10,000 in revenue per year over
a period of four years to pay an application fee of $400, while applicants
above the $10,000 annual income threshold pay an application fee of
$850.'11 The anticipated fee increase for small nonprofits that choose to file

145

ACT,APPROPRIATE ROLE, supra note 46, at 57.

146 ADVISORY COMM. ON TAX EXEMPT & GOV'T ENTITIES (ACT), "PROJECT ASPIRE": EO

DETERMINATIONS PROCESS REVIEW 12 (2003), available at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-tege/act
rpt2partl.pdf [hereinafter ACT, PROJECT ASPIRE].

147 Id. at 12-13.
148 ACT, APPROPRIATE ROLE, supra note 46, at 42-43.
149 SeeACT, PROJECT ASPIRE, supra note 146, at I I.

150 Id.; Miller, supra note 139, at 6.
151 Miller, supra note 139, at 6.
152 IRS, NOTICE

844,

CATALOG

No.

103190, FEDERAL TAX OBLIGATIONS OF NON-

PROFIT CORPORATIONS (2009), availableat http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/n844.pdf.
153 Id.
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the paper form is an economic hardship that may serve as a deterrent or
barrier to entry for these low-budget groups.
2. "Best" Practices and Conflicts of Interest.-Even though the Advisory
Committee on Tax Exempt and Government Entities (ACT) cannot
produce clear direction as to how the IRS considers governance procedures
in the tax exemption determination process,'" Form 1023, in effect, forces
small nonprofits to adopt stringent governance policies and practices to gain
tax exemption. While there is ample research regarding for-profit corporate
practices,' the first national study that may potentially provide a glimpse
into nonprofit governance and its connection to overall legal compliance
behavior was released after Form 1023 was revised.'16 The link between
organizational governance practices and tax laws is dubious at best, as the
former is properly the charge of the state's nonprofit statute and has little
intentional connection to issues of tax compliance.' 7
Although some IRS governance best practices may be a good idea for
larger nonprofits, many are impractical and unrealistic for small organizations.
For instance, the assumption that a conflict of interest or an interested
transaction is inherently wrong inhibits various necessary transactions that
allow for start-up funding for smaller nonprofits.1 8 Further, by failing to
rely on state law that governs conflicts of interest as it relates to interested
transactions, the IRS unnecessarily inserts itself into the transactions of
these organizations. s,
Although the IRS declared that its emphasis on nonprofit governance
does not necessarily tell nonprofit leaders how to run their organizations, 1"
the revised form includes several governance procedures that "must"
be followed to gain approval.'"' Further, ACT became concerned after
observing that the IRS often required applicants to adopt its sample
conflict of interest policy or a close equivalent, notwithstanding the fact
that Form 1023 specifically states that this policy is recommended but
not required.' ACT also voiced concern over the level of discretion the
IRS exercises upon organizations by coaxing and requiring them to adopt
certain procedures where there is little evidence of wrongdoing.'6

154 ACT, APPROPRIATE

ROLE,

supra note 46, at 3.

155 Id. at 15.

156 See OSTROWER, supranote 33, at i.
157 Fishman, supra note 97, at 548.

158

Id. at 570.
159 See id.

i6o Miller,supra note 144, at 2.
161 Fishman, supra note 97, at 568.
162 ACT, APPROPRIATE ROLE, supra note 46, at 3.
163 Id.
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B. Form 990-N
A recent study reported that, for the estimated 714,000 small nonprofits
required to file Form 990-N, almost 429,000 successfully completed the
form, of which 422,000 of those organizations are still active." The 990N is a basic informational online form that the IRS estimates will take
16
The IRS has a clear
small nonprofits only fifteen minutes to prepare.s
is
no option for paper
filing
of
the
form
as
there
preference for electronic
66
submission. In response to the regulations requiring an online-only Form
990-N, a public comment was received by the Department of the Treasury
that objected to the fact that there was no paper form. 6' The Department
responded by indicating that small organizations have the option to file a
complete paper Form 990 or 990-EZ as an alternative to satisfy their annual
information return, which is wildly impractical when one considers the
complexity of preparing a Form 990 or 990-EZ in comparison to submitting
answers to less than ten basic questions online.' 61In spite of the simplicity
of the Form 990-N, small nonprofit leaders have indicated that they are
intimidated by completing a form that reports information on finances.16'
In 2010, the IRS solicited public comments on specific issues regarding
the Form 990-N,170 which may or may not reflect sensitivity to burdens put
upon small nonprofits as it relates to annual filing requirements and future
responsive regulation and procedure. In particular, it invited comment on:
(a) Whether the collection of information is necessary for the proper
performance of the functions of the agency, including whether the
information shall have practical utility; (b) the accuracy of the agency's
estimate of the burden of the collection of information; (c) ways to enhance
the quality, utility, and clarity of the information to be collected; (d) ways
to minimize the burden of the collection of information on respondents,
including through the use of automated collection. techniques or other
forms of information technology; and (e) estimates of capital or start-up
costs and costs of operation, maintenance, and purchase of services to
provide information."'

164 Roeger,supra note 2, at

1-2.

165 I.R.S. Notice 2007-2 C.B. 1264.
166 TD. 9454, 2009-2 C.B. 178.
167 Id.
168 Id.
169 Duaa Eldeib, A Form Can Undo GreatCauses:Thousands of SmallNonprofits at Risk over
IRS Change, Ci. Tkia., Sept. 13, 2olo, at Ci.
170 Comment Request for Form 990-N, 75 Fed. Reg. 30,907 (June 2, 2010).
171 Id. at 30,908.
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C. Notice Requirement
The IRS may have fulfilled its duty to timely notify small nonprofits
by mail, Internet, or other outreach 7 1 of its new annual filing requirement
and resultant revocation of tax-exempt status for successive non-filing. 7 1
Notification measures included mailings to the last known addresses of
small nonprofits,"7 4 which served to be ineffective for several nonprofits
that changed their addresses since the time of applying for tax exemption,
a common experience for small organizations with volunteer leaders. Since
these organizations had no reason to interact with the IRS after their
application for tax exemption, many did not update the IRS with current
addresses. Further, small nonprofits are nearly twice as likely as larger
groups to have gained tax exemption before 1950-sixteen percent versus
nine percent."' The majority of these groups had no contact with the
IRS for at least sixty years and likely relocated since filing. The IRS also
posted a short informational video to the Internet site YouTube,"16 made
various press releases,"' encouraged the public to spread the word to small
nonprofits,"1 and provided various informational and educational notices
on its website regarding the new filing requirement and penalties for nonfilers.' 79 Although the IRS made efforts to publicize notice of the new
172 STAFF OF JOINT COMM. ON TAXATION, l09TH CONG., TECHNICAL EXPLANATION OF H.R.
4, THE "PENSION PROTECTION ACT OF 2006," AS PASSED BYTHE HOUSE ON JULY 28, 2006, AND AS
CONSIDERED BY THE SENATE ON AUGUST 3, 2006, at 327 (Comm. Print 2oo6).
173 See id. According to the Urban Institute, .

The efforts of the IRS in communicating the new requirements
have been extraordinary with the multiple mailings to the addresses on
file, public announcements on TV and the radio, pamphlets in libraries,
and many presentations. They also collaborated with state associations
and state Attorney General's [sic] offices to spread the word. However,
the nature of these smaller all-volunteer organizations, with officers
changing annually and few with permanent addresses, requires more
effort by the general public to ensure that active organizations do not
lose their tax exempt status.
BLACKWOOD & ROEGER, supra

note 32, at 6.

174 See I.R.S. News Release IR-2007-129 (July 12, 2007); see also BLACKWOOD & ROEGER,
supra note 32, at 6.
2, at 3.
176 Unfortunately, perhaps, comments were disabled for the video. Tax Tips: Small
Tax Exempt Orgs Revised Deadline, YouTUBE (July 19, 2oo), http://ww.youtube.com/

175 Roeger, supranote

watch?v=iLEcaDAoybc.
177 I.R.S. News Release IR-2oo-87 (July 26, 2010); I.R.S. News Release IR-zolo-rol
(Sept. 30, 2010).

178 One-Time FilingReliefProgramfor Small Tax-Exempt Organizations:Contributionsto Organizations on At-Risk List, IRS, http://www.irs.gov/charities/article/o,,id=2268i6,oo.html (last
updated Dec. 15, 2010).

179 Don't Throw Away Your Tax Exempt Status soo-English, IRS (Feb. I, 201 ), http://
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filing requirement, and the form itself is easy to complete, many nonprofits
remain unaware of their duty to file and that consecutive failure to file the
Form 990-N will result in tax exemption revocation.1so
D. Mass Revocation
May 17, 2010, marked the initial date that small nonprofits would
lose tax exemption for failure to file Form 990-N for three consecutive
years, and approximately twenty-eight percent of small nonprofits missed
the deadline."' The largest group of non-filers included human services
organizations, and the second largest group included public and societal
benefits organizations."'z Independent researchers attempted to contact a
sample group of one hundred non-filers-twenty-five of these organizations
confirmed that they were still in operation, but only two of these were aware
of the new filing requirement; about ten were deemed terminated; and the
status of the remaining sixty-five remained unclear as contact information
was widely unavailable through online and other various informational
queries.13 The number of small nonprofits that are still in existence versus
those who ceased operating from the time they earned tax-exempt status is
unknown; nevertheless, it is unavoidable that some operating organizations
will lose their tax exemption. 184
The IRS, in its effort to stave off mass revocation for a little while longer,
extended the filing deadline to October 15, 2010.'"1 The IRS conceded that
they wanted to give small nonprofits, a group that brings great value to
local communities, one last opportunity to file because "[tihe last thing we
want to do here at the IRS is have these groups lose their tax-exempt status
because they haven't filed a short, simple form."'" As of September 30,
2010, the IRS's official position was that those small nonprofits that missed

www.irs.gov/newsroom/article/o,,id= 179391 ,oo.html; Ten Things Tax-Exempt OrganizationsNeed
to Know About the Oct. i5 Due Date, IRS, http://www.irs.gov/newsroom/article/o,,id=228439,oo.
html (last updated Sept. 30, 20o0). Specifically, the IRS identifies three categories of small
nonprofits that may not be named on the at-risk organization lists: "Subordinates in group
rulings for which the parent has not filed a required group return; Very small section 50i(c)(3)
public charities not required to file an application for exemption; Other section 5ol(c) organizations not required to file an application for exemption." List of Organizationsat Risk of AutomaticRevocationof Tax-Exempt Status, IRS, http://www.irs.gov/charities/article/o,,id=225889,oo.
html (last updated Dec. 15, 200).
18o Eldeib, supra note 169.
181 BLACKWOOD & ROEGER, supra note 32, at I.
182 Id. at 2,3 fig.1.
183 Id. at 5.
184 Id. at 6.
185 3 Year Nonfiler Relief-Drop-in Article, IRS (Aug. 17, soio), http://www.irs.gov/pub/
irs-tege/nfr-drop-in_articleo8Il 7 o.pdf.

186 Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
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the extended October 15, 2010, deadline would lose their tax-exempt
status; such revocation cannot be reversed by operation of law."'
A mass revocation list of all small nonprofit non-filers was expected to
be released by the IRS in early 2011.88 The "Nonfiler Revocation List"
has not been published as of May, 2011, the time of this writing, but is
expected to be posted on the IRS website any day now.'8 9 In addition,
the IRS has indicated that any income received after the revocation date
and before the rehabilitated tax exemption likely may be taxable.'" Before
the final revocation list is published, contributions to at-risk organizations
are deemed deductible."' The permissive nature of tax-deductible
contributions during this expected lapse foreshadows the fact that the IRS
will offer organizations the opportunity to request that their reinstated
tax-exempt status be retroactive to the-date of revocation,'92 should there
be reasonable cause for their failure to file.' Notwithstanding possible
retroactive tax-exempt status, the public trust that a small nonprofit loses
when its tax exemption is revoked may be devastating and restoration of
tax exemption may not be swift, as the IRS likely will have a backlog of
small nonprofit re-applicants upon release of the revocation list. 94
What constitutes reasonable cause for failure to timely file Form 990N is not yet clearly defined. An internal IRS memorandum indicated that
small nonprofits may attach a detailed letter to their re-application setting
forth reasonable cause for the organizations' failure to file their information
returns, and that the IRS will consider the explanation and determine
whether it meets the standard.'"9 In May 2010, the director of the IRS
187 See Ten Things Tax-Exempt OrganizationsNeed to Know,supra note 179; One-Time Filing
Relief Programfor Small Tax-Exempt Organizations,supra note 178; STAFF OF JOINT COMM. ON
TAxATION, supra note 172, at 326.
188 See List of Organizationsat Risk of Automatic Revocation of Tax-Exempt Status, supra
note 179.

189 Recent Revocations of 5ot(c)(3) Determinations-LatestAdditions and Table of Links, IRS,
http://www.irs.gov/charities/charitable/article/o,,id=141466,oo.html (last updated May iI,
201 I).

190 Ten Things Tax-Exempt Organizations Need to Know, supra note 179; see also One-Time
Filing ReliefProgramfor Small Tax-Exempt Organizations,supra note 178.
191 List of Organizationsat Risk of Automatic Revocation of Tax-Exempt Status, supra note

179192 One-Time FilingRelief Programfor Small Tax-Exempt Organizations,supra note 178. To
request retroactive reinstatement, the organization "must submit a letter with its application
setting forth a detailed explanation of the organization's reasonable cause for failing to file for
three consecutive years." Id.
193 Id. I.R.C. § 6o33(i)(3) (zoo6).
194 LINDA M. LAMPKIN, GUIDESTAR, AUTOMATIC REVOCATION OF NONPROFITS' TAXEXEMPT STATUS: WHAT NONPROFITS, GRANTMAKERS, AND DONORS NEED TO KNOW 3 (2010),

available at http://www2.guidestar.org/rxg/news/publications/what-do-you-need-to-knowabout-revocation-of-tax-exempt-status.aspx.
195 Memorandum from Robert S. Choi, Dir., IRS Exempt Orgs., Rulings & Agreements
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Exempt Organizations Division declared that reasonable cause would be
considered on a case-by-case basis, but organizations that had received two
to three notification letters and still failed to file the annual form would not
be considered to have excusable reasonable cause for non-filing."
In the name of increased transparency and accountability, some posit
that the long-term benefits of the new filing requirement and consequential
revocation penalty outweigh the short-term hardship that many small
nonprofits will face.197 After the mass revocation takes place, ideally the
IRS will be better able to exercise its oversight and outreach efforts, and
donors and the public will have more accurate information with which to
make support decisions. However, since Form 990-N does not require
information on governance practices, transactions, conflicts of interest,
and finances, this information will continue to remain unknown.'91 Small
nonprofits that have long been inactive will be removed from the IRS list
of exempt organizations, as many remain on the list because they were
never required to provide notification of dissolution. 19 The impending
2011 revocations should uncover whether the dropped organizations largely
represent inactive or functioning small nonprofits. 00

IV. USING
CRAFT

NEw GOVERNANCE AND RESPONSIVE REGULATION PRINCIPLES TO
REALISTIC REMEDIES FOR SMALL NONPROFITS FACING IMMINENT TAX
EXEMPTION REVOCATION

The issue seems to be less about the expected mass revocation than
the consequences and prescribed cure for affected small nonprofits. As
small nonprofits operate mostly on a limited budget with less sophisticated
volunteer leaders, costs to re-file and complete the complex Form 1023

will create serious barriers to re-entry. Considering their collective value
to society and the negative impact and implications losing tax exemption

& Nanette M. Downing, Dir., IRS Exempt Orgs., Examinations, to Kathie D. Averett, Manager, IRS Exempt Orgs., Compliance Area & Cindy M. Thomas, Manager, IRS Exempt Orgs.,
Determinations 5-6 (July 26,201o), availableat http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-tege/o7261 o_6o33jinternaldirective.pdf.
196 Jeff Narabrook, Thomas H. Pollak & Katie L. Roeger, Time's Up! What You Need to
Know About Your9po, NONPROFIT Q. (May I I, 20Io), http://www.nonprofitquarterly.orglindex.
php?option=com content&view=article&id=2344:times-up-what-you-need-to-know-aboutyour-99o&catid=153:features&Itemid=336 ("While speaking at the Urban Institute's annual
Form 990 Meeting . . . Lois G. Lerner, director of the exempt organizations division of the
IRS, stated that organizations that had received two or three notification letters, but did not
find the time to file the 99o-N would not [be] considered a reasonable cause, but each case will
be handled individually").
197 LAMPKIN, supra note 194, at 6.

198 See Roeger,supra note 2, at 5.
199 Narabrook, supra note 196.
200 See LAMPKIN, supra note 194, at 6.
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for non-filing will soon have on many small nonprofits, the framework of
Responsive Regulation and New Governance theory informs how the IRS
may want to proceed to treat nonprofits fairly that will lose tax exemption
in early 2011. These constructs, which integrate insights from legal
scholars and law and economics, illuminate a potential balance between
authoritarian regulation and strict nonintervention 201
A. Responsive Regulation andNew Governance
Rooted in administrative and regulatory law, the Responsive Regulation
model attempts to marry legal compliance and moral commitment20 and
requires regulators to be responsive to the conduct of the regulated in
0
Responsive Regulation is grounded in
setting enforcement measures.o3
the idea that regulators should be familiar with the motivations, diverse
objectives, and actors of the regulated, and ought to consider the potential
impact regulations may have upon the structure and size of the regulated
industry.20 Using this construct, Responsive Regulation creates relevant
ideas on what context-dependent compliance and enforcement measures
should look like,20 s in addition to shedding light on what may spur regulatory
intervention. 20 A Responsive Regulation pyramid offers a visual outlook of
this regulation continuum.

201 Orly Lobel, The Renew Deak The Fallof Regulation and the Rise of Governancein Contemporary Legal Thought, 89 MINN. L. REv. 342,344 (2o04).

202 Christine Parker, The "Compliance" Trap: The Moral Message in Responsive Regulatory
Enforcement, 4o LAW & Soc'y REV. 591, 591 (2006).
203 Valerie Braithwaite, Responsive Regulation and Taxation: Introduction,29 LAW & Por'v
1, 4 (2007) (citation omitted).
204 IAN AYRES & JOHN BRAITHWAITE, RESPONSivE REGULATION: TRANSCENDING THE DEREGULATION DEBATE 4 (1992).

205 Sagit Leviner, A New Era of Tax Enforcement: From 'Big Stick' to Responsive Regulation,
42 U. MICH. J.L. REFORM 381, 419 (2009).
206 See AYRES & BRAITHWAITE, supra note 204.
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1. Responsive Regulation Pyramid.-

Figure 1l

An exm&e de Reulatory Pymmh (fern Aya mndBraitmiTe 1991)

207

The regulatory pyramid presents a scale of action that the regulator,
here the tax authority, might use to compel compliance with regulation
requirements. The pyramid graduates from the most restorative measure
at the base to the most punitive at the highest point.z0 Even in the most
serious cases, the presumption is that the regulator should begin at the
base of the pyramid and proceed up cautiously only when the instant level
fails."' Essentially, the authority escalates from persuasion to warning to
civil penalties to criminal penalties to license suspension and ultimately to
revocation. With the use of the pyramid, regulation shifts from a top-down
structure to a reflexive approach, with less reliance on severe threat and
penalties,1 0 and more tailored procedures to fit appropriate circumstances.",
Applying the pyramid, the IRS jumped several levels when instituting
its new reporting requirements for small nonprofits by going from

207 JOHN BRAITHWAITE, RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
208
209
210
211

See Braithwaite,supranote 203.
BRAITHWAITE, supra note 207, at 30.
Leviner, supra note 205.
Lobel, supra note 20 1, at 345.

& RESPONSIVE

REGULATION 31 (2002).
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persuasion to warning letter directly to license revocation. IRS efforts to
notify small nonprofits of the new filing requirement and penalty through
the Internet and mailings seem consistent with the dialogic, persuasive
approach. More recent efforts, which include the extension of the due
date from May to October of 2010, coupled with continued press releases
and outreach, reflect an escalation in effort to the warning letter level.
Following the warning letter, the IRS made a leap to the ultimate penalty
level, revocation.
2. New Governance.-Similar to Responsive Regulation, the New
Governance model supports a more participatory and collaborative model
in which the authority, the regulated, and the public work together to
achieve policy goals. 2 12 New Governance relies upon continuing dialogue
between these players, who will arguably enjoy the benefit of contextspecific understandings, as the most effective way of shaping regulation
Known as a "'learning by doing"' construct, New
requirements.'
Governance requires that the authority and the regulated consistently revisit their own processes and procedures with common goals in mind.214
A useful characterization of collaborative governance and its five central
tenets is set forth below:
(1) Participation by interested and affected parties in all stages of the
decision-making process;
(2) Provisional solutions;
(3) Accountability that transcends traditional public and private roles of
governance;
(4) A problem-solving orientation; and
(5) A flexible, engaged agency."'
There is scarce evidence that Congress or the IRS engaged meaningfully
with small nonprofit organizations and the public with respect to these
principles of collaborative governance vis-a-vis the new annual filing
requirement and tax-exempt status revocation for consecutive non-filing.
A trace of effort to apply tenet (1) may be found in the regulators' initial
solicitation of public comments, which ultimately had no affect on the
proposed, and later adopted, filing and revocation procedures for small
nonprofits. There has been no significant ongoing participation by small
nonprofits and the public in the regulatory decision-making process since
212
risle L. Ford, New Governance, Compliance,andPrinples-BasedSecuritiesRegulation,
45 Am. Bus. L.J. I, 27-28 (2008).
213 Id.
214 Id. at 30-31.
215 Jody Freeman, Collaborative Governance in tde AdministrativeState, 45 UCLA L. REV.
1,22

(1997).
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the passage of the PPA and resultant creation of Form 990-N. Save for
the short filing deadline extension offered by the IRS, there has been no
exercise of tenet (2) in the form of practical temporary solutions for small
nonprofits facing revocation. The regulators could argue that they exercised
use of tenet (4) by creating new filing requirements that solve the problem
of the lack of sufficient data on small nonprofits. However, the means do
not justify the ends, as the punitive measures used to enforce compliance
invoke too heavy a burden on these community organizations with limited
resources. The regulators approach to improve the accountability of small
nonprofits lacks contemplation of non-traditional methods of regulatory
compliance, failing to satisfy tenet (3). And the agency (i.e., the IRS) has
been less than engaged with the regulated and largely inflexible in its
enforcement, ignoring tenet (5).
B. Suggested Remedies
Application of the general constructs of Responsive Regulation and
New Governance and their shared core values creates at least two realistic
regulatory solutions for future treatment of small nonprofit organizations
that face impending revocation of tax exemption. First, a restorative option
short of reapplication could exist in the form of reinstatement. Second,
the IRS could extend notice to small nonprofits of their new annual filing
requirement and of their option to reinstate tax-exempt status through
more targeted state-based outreach. Depending on the evolving intentions
of Congress and the IRS, these options may or may not be feasible.
1. Reinstatement Versus Reapplication.-Arguably,the IRS is not precluded
from changing its present cure for small nonprofits facing revocation of tax
exemption for consecutive non-filing of Form 990-N. The text of the PPA
only requires an "application" for reinstatement of exempt status. It does
not mandate the form of the application.116
By requiring an application that simply solicits the data otherwise
required by the delinquent Form 990-Ns, instead of requiring application
by way of the incredibly time-consuming and costly Form 1023, the IRS
would lessen the severity of automatic revocation while retaining some of
the thunder. This approach is also more strictly tailored to the informational
data-gathering intent behind the construction of the new reporting
requirement. Those organizations that are defunct or do not comply with
the annual reporting requirement will have their tax exemption revoked.
However, for those operating organizations that learn their tax-exempt
status has been revoked for consecutive non-filing and want to restore it,

216 Pension Protection Act of 2oo6, Pub. L. No. 109-280, §

1223,

I2o Stat.

1090 (2oo6).
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they should be given a more rapid, less resource-intensive cure that will
provide the specific data sought by the regulator.
A reasonable way to proceed would be for small nonprofits to have the
option of "re-applying" for tax exemption by way of reinstating tax-exempt
status in exchange for the completion of Form 990-N information returns for
delinquent tax years and a modest filing fee, similar to the manner in which
a state nonprofit corporation is reinstated when it has been administratively
dissolved for failure to file consecutive annual reports. The expected 2011
media blitz that will disseminate the names of small nonprofits that have
lost tax-exempt status will likely cause many well-meaning, functioning
organizations that are on the list to effectively receive notice of their new
reporting responsibilities and penalties. And they will want to act swiftly to
come into compliance. A modest fee could be applied to reflect a reasonable
punitive consequence and to cover IRS administrative costs. There could
possibly be a sliding fee scale that considers the length of time for which
the nonprofit was out of compliance (similar to many civil penalties); the
filing fee could also consider the organization's average annual revenue
over a period of years.
This type of reinstatement approach attempts to reach a middle-ground
between the authority and the regulated by bringing the process back
down the regulatory pyramid, allowing a small nonprofit to reinstate its tax
exemption retroactive from the date it was revoked, only after incurring a
civil penalty (a nominal fee) and production of past years' data that the IRS
now requires. Reinstatement would invoke a hybrid of the civil penalty and
license suspension layers of the pyramid by suspending tax-exempt status
until the organization cures by paying a civil fee and filing past returns. The
reinstatement option may not be available indefinitely. A reasonable length
of time for which small nonprofits may take advantage of reinstatement
may or may not be established. Allowing reinstatement would be in line
with the Responsive Regulation approach of showing respect for the value
and limitations of the regulated and favoring the least expensive solution,
which empirical experience shows is successful in the majority of cases
of some industry regulation.' Further, Responsive Regulation posits that
punitive governance tends to be seen as more legitimate only after layers of
more dialogic options have been applied first.' Allowing small nonprofits
an option to cure loss of tax exemption short of the complex and expensive
reapplication process will present a graduated dialogic option that, should
the reinstatement period expire, would make forms of escalated punitive
regulation more reasonable.

217

BRAITHWAITE,

218 Id. at 33.

Supra note 207, at 31-32.
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In line with New Governance principles, a reinstatement option would
introduce a more cooperative approach to regulation compliance3' 9 Since
the broad policy and goals of the regulator are to increase accountability and
transparency of small nonprofits by requiring annual returns, reinstatement
would allow the regulated to work collaboratively by providing the specific
data the regulator seeks through filing Form 990-Ns for each delinquent
year. Filing past-due returns is a more strictly-tailored option, as it would
provide the regulator the precise information it seeks, rather than requiring
new applications, which will cost the applicant and the IRS sizeable time
and resources to prepare and review.
A reinstatement option would also allow for a meaningful application
of the central tenets of collaborative governance. A reasonable provisional
solution would be available to small nonprofits that did not receive notice
of their duty to file and want to act in good faith to restore tax-exempt
status. The regulated would solve the problem of past lax accountability
requirements and inadequate data on small nonprofits by capturing the
required information set forth in the PPA. Additionally, the IRS would show
that it is an engaged, flexible agency willing to re-visit onerous regulation
and able to adopt accountability measures that go beyond its traditional
role of governance.
2. Final State-Based Notice.-Since many local nonprofits still remain
unaware of their responsibility to file Form 990-Ns, the IRS could have
done more to accomplish notice to small nonprofits of their new annual
filing requirements. Coupled with the mass revocation list release, a final
state-based notice in 2011 could achieve an ultimately effective notice.
The IRS could connect with states' nonprofit entity filing agencies--often
the Secretary of State, Division of Corporations-and attach its notice in
tandem with the state annual filing notice, or other appropriate form of
communication. This would not be the first time that the IRS and state
agencies worked together for the common good. The IRS Fed/State
Program, through exchange of taxpayer data and assistance to taxpayers to
improve compliance and communications, leverages the federal and state
governments' collective supply of information to improve voluntary tax law
compliance.zzo The IRS also enters into agreements with state agencies to
22
share information as it relates to emerging tax law issues. 1
A final state-based notice may prove to be very effective as most
nonprofit corporations file annually with their requisite state agencies,
expect to receive a filing notice from a state agency at least once a year, and
have up-to-date addresses on file with the state. The final notice should
Ford, supra note

212, at z8.
Fed/State Information Sharing,IRS,
http://www.irs.gov/govt/liaisons/article/o,,id=133087,oo.html (last updated Dec.
22I Id.
219
220

22, 2009).
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describe the IRS's annual filing requirement and revocation penalty for
small nonprofits, direct the reader to the mass revocation list, and describe
the option to reinstate if tax exemption is revoked. The notice envelope
should request U.S. Postal Service mail forwarding, and the notice itself
should request that if the person receiving it is no longer connected to
the organization, he or she forward should it to a known person or current
address associated with the organization.
Considering the regulatory pyramid, a state-based notice would
accomplish a more effective warning letter stage and facilitate awareness
of the civil penalty and license suspension hybrid stage, a stage at which
many of the recipients will find themselves. Responsive Regulation
recognizes that immediate resort to more punitive levels of governance
may be allowed by skipping steps on the regulatory pyramid only where
severe risks are controlled.222 The risk of a large number of small nonprofits
having their tax-exempt status revoked with possible recoupment only
through reapplication due to lack of notice of new reporting requirements
is too disastrous a penalty for the regulator to ignore interim steps on the
regulatory pyramid. Returning to the warning letter stage by instituting a
more direct state-based notice and graduating step-by-step up the pyramid
is a reasonably appropriate way to proceed. A final state-based notice would
agree with New Governance in that it would facilitate awareness of new
regulation requirements designed to solve the problem of the lack of
information known about small nonprofits and the provisional reinstatement
treatment for revocation. Furthermore, spreading awareness through
a direct state-based mailing effort would show that the IRS is flexible
and engaged in instituting the most context-effective notice method to
accomplish collaborative compliance and enforcement measures.
CONCLUSION

2011 will mark the first year that the IRS will revoke tax-exempt status
for small nonprofit organizations that thrice fail to file annual information
returns. Though official figures have yet to be released, it is estimated that
hundreds of thousands of organizations will lose their tax-exempt status
early this year.2 In the coming months and years, the true gravity of this
penalty will be revealed.
As small nonprofits continue to play an increasingly critical role in our
society,224 we cannot afford to lose a substantial number of them for failing to
file a simple annual return. By providing a reasonable restorative procedure
222
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short of completing the Form 1023, the regulator will offer a more efficient
and effective regulatory process that will allow the regulated to spend more
resources bringing their vital community services to the public and less
time and money on unrealistic and illogical compliance mandates."'
This Article also presented the organizational governance practices
set forth by the IRS through the most recent revision of the Form 1023
and how these procedures are ill-suited to small nonprofits. This presents
more questions than it does answers. How might the IRS re-structure
these governance practices to suit small nonprofits? Should IRS agents
stop requiring small nonprofits to adopt these practices during application
review? What will be the penalty if a small nonprofit is found to be out of
compliance with the "suggested" federal governance practices?
The unmistakable "federalization" of nonprofit law is poised to come
down hard on the most vulnerable of all nonprofit organizations: the small
ones. A successful federal regulation framework for small nonprofits will
be one that balances the value and unique characteristics that the public,
small nonprofits, Congress, and the IRS collectively assign to the small
nonprofit industry with the type of regulation and need to enforce certain
federal reporting and governance measures for which the state may or may
not already adequately govern. Crafting effective regulation measures is
best accomplished in a collaborative construct, as opposed to adherencelike inquiries on an application or strict penalties. 2 6 In view of the fact
that, under current federal regulation requirements, it is imminent that
a significant number of small nonprofits will be effectively "regulated to
death" and "choked out" of the industry that serves to provide millions of
Americans with fundamental human and social needs, the time to revisit
and amend the federal regulatory approach for small nonprofits is now.

225 Id. at 21-22 (noting the danger of overloading nonprofits with governance and reporting regulations that are not responsive to the significant diversity of the nonprofit sector
and specifically applying this argument to small nonprofit organizations). For an elucidating
description of the framework of collaborative governance, see Freeman, supra note 215.
226 See, e.g., Alnoor Ebrahim, AccountabilityMyopia: Losing Sight of OrganizationalLearning,
34 NONPROFIT& VOLUNTARY SECTOR Q. 56,6 1 (2005); Dan M. Kahan, SignalingorReciprocating?
A Response to Eric Posner'sLaw andSocial Norms, 36 U. RicH. L. REV. 367, 377 (2002).

